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Abstract
The research presented in this paper is motivated by the need for reliable
inspection technology for the detection of bolt loosening in carbon–carbon
(C–C) thermal protection system (TPS) panels using minimal human
intervention. Based on the diagnostic scheme proposed in part I of the study,
a new PZT (lead zirconate titanate)-embedded sensor washer was developed
to constitute the sensor network. The sensor suite was included in the C–C
TPS prototype without jeopardizing the integrity of the original fastening
components. The sensor-embedded washer enhances the remote sensing
capability and achieves sufficient sensitivity by guiding the diagnostic waves
to propagate primarily through the inspection areas. After evolution of the
sensor design and appropriate algorithm development, the verification tests
were conducted using a shaker which simulated the acoustic environments
during the re-entry process. The test results revealed that the proposed
system successfully identified the loss of the preload for the bolted joints
under loosening and gave the correct diagnostic results. The sensors were
found to be durable under cyclic mechanical loads without major failures,
and the diagnostic scheme was capable of locating a loosened bracket as well
as discriminating major failure modes 1 and 2: panel and bracket loosening
in the bracket.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Due to the heat, aerodynamic/acoustic loads and debris impact,
carbon–carbon (C–C) panels are exposed to numerous failure
modes, for example breach of the facesheet, burnthrough,
over-heating of the structure and removal of the coating. In
particular, the degradation of fastener integrity is one of the
most critical failure modes [1]. With the current inspection
techniques, assessment of the structural integrity of the C–C
panels is not carried out effectively; the quality of inspection
is not guaranteed on the ground, and autonomous inspection
of fastener integrity is not even available in space [2, 3]. In
this study, a demonstration of the concept of a structural health
monitoring (SHM) system was developed to autonomously
detect the degradation of the mechanical integrity of the
standoff C–C thermal protection system (TPS) panels.

To evaluate the structural health of bolted joint structures,
knowledge of the integrity of a contact interface is important.
In this respect, a study of the contact conditions at an imperfect
interface was performed in part I (preceding article in this
issue) to form the basis for detecting self-loosening phenomena
at the bolted joints. Based on the parametric model studies,
the newly proposed attenuation-based method was shown
to be effective in diagnosing the state of integrity of the
fastener by observing the wave attenuation patterns in the
bolted joint areas. In the attenuation-based diagnostic method,
microcontact theory and structural/internal damping principles
were utilized to associate the wave attenuation phenomena with
the torque levels at the bolted joints.

In this paper, sensor/sensor-network development is
carried out to implement the diagnostic scheme in a C–C
TPS panel prototype. The developed sensory system enhances
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Figure 1. Configuration of the C–C TPS panel prototype. Source:
AFRL/VA.

remote sensing capability and achieves sufficient sensitivity by
guiding the diagnostic waves to propagate primarily through
the inspection areas. Prototype tests are performed in the
laboratory to evaluate the performance of the developed
diagnostic scheme and sensor suites. The performance of
the combined hardware and software was finally verified
in a simulated re-entry environment to determine whether
the developed SHM prototype diagnoses the mechanically
degraded C–C TPS panel with sufficient reliability and
accuracy.

2. Sensor/sensor-network development

In this section a PZT-embedded sensor washer is proposed to
form a sensory system for the bolted TPS panels. Prototype
PZT-embedded sensor washers were built and integrated into
the C–C TPS panel to provide the hardware for a prototype
built-in SHM system.

2.1. Prototype description

The TPS panel prototype was furnished by the US Air Force
Laboratory, Air Vehicles Directorate (AFRL/VA) at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base. The overall prototype configuration
is shown in figure 1. The dimensions of the stiffened C–
C panel are 0.61 by 0.61 m with a thickness of 3.175 mm.
The C–C panel is integrated into the aluminum base structure
using carbon fiber-reinforced silicon carbide (C/SiC) standoff
brackets and bolted joints. As illustrated in figure 2, the
structure of the C–C panel integration approximates the
standoff configuration that was described in part I of the study
(preceding article). Flat-headed bolts and special washers were
used to mount the C–C panel onto the panel-support brackets,
while self-locking bolt joints were used to integrate the panel-
support brackets into the base structure.

The damping characteristics of the constituent materials
are needed to apply the attenuation-based diagnostic scheme
to the C–C panel prototype. The flexural loss factors in
table 1 reveal the relative values of the internal damping for the
constituent materials [4, 5]. Considering the linear relationship
between the flexural loss factors and the specific damping
capacity, we can deduce the following relationship:

ψAlu < ψC/SiC < ψC–C, (1)

Table 1. Flexural loss factors for composite and metallic materials.

Material Flexural loss factor

Carbon–carbon laminate 0.003–0.004
Silicon carbide 0.003
Aluminum, 2024 alloy <0.0003

where ψAlu, ψC/SiC and ψC–C are the specific damping
capacities (SDCs) of aluminum, C/SiC and C–C materials,
respectively.

2.2. Sensor design

After significant design efforts and subsequent prototype tests,
PZT-embedded sensor washers are proposed as shown in
figure 3; in this design, PZT ceramics are integrated into
special washers which replace existing washers at the panel
joints. In this way the sensor-embedded washers can easily be
installed, satisfying the adaptability criterion. In the course of
evolution of the design, the sensitivity and survivability of the
sensor-embedded washers have improved [6, 7].

2.2.1. Configuration. The improved sensitivity and
survivability of the PZT-embedded sensor washer are attributed
to its multisegment design as illustrated in figure 4. In
this multisegment design the interior washer and the exterior
washer are mechanically separated, and they basically perform
different roles; the interior washer embeds a PZT ceramic
and guides the diagnostic waves emitted from it, while the
exterior washer primarily supports compressive loading and
protects the interior washer by embracing it. Stainless steel
is used as the material for the interior washer, due to its high
strength and resistance to wear and deformation. Cylindrical
PZT ceramic 6.35 mm in diameter and 6.35 mm thick is used
as the embedded sensor. Such a high aspect ratio is helpful
in generating high power in the thickness-mode actuation.
The signal electrode of the PZT ceramic is connected to the
external measurement device using a compression spring and
the SMART Layer™ [8]. The components of the whole
sensor are embraced by the exterior washer, which is made of
anodized aluminum.

2.2.2. Characteristics. The features of the PZT-embedded
sensor washer can be explained based on the three design
criteria: sensitivity, survivability and adaptability. From the
perspective of sensitivity, the multisegment design enhances
the guidance of the diagnostic waves, mainly through the
bracket, and the interior washer, which embraces the PZT
ceramic, is acoustically isolated from the exterior washer
and the base structure, while remaining in contact with the
bracket. Therefore, the sensor-embedded washer prevents the
leakage of diagnostic waves into the base structure. Secondly,
from the survivability standpoint, the multisegment assembly
is advantageous in protecting the brittle PZT ceramic, since
its location bypasses the main loading line; the compressive
loading in the fastener is transmitted to the base structure
mainly via the exterior washer. In addition to the mechanical
protection, the PZT ceramic is double shielded from direct
exposure to thermal radiation by the interior and the exterior
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Figure 2. Bolted joints in the C–C TPS prototype. (a) Side view of C/SiC bracket. Source: AFRL/VA. (b) Standoff configuration.

Figure 3. A prototype of the PZT-embedded sensor washer.

washers. Finally, the adaptability criterion is successfully
satisfied, since the PZT-embedded sensor washers can easily be
replaced when mechanical fasteners are damaged, or a sensory
system is found to be malfunctioning. Besides the application
in the active-sensing scheme for the detection of bolt loosening,
the PZT-embedded sensor washers can also be used as a sensor
suite for a passive-sensing scheme for impact identification.
Park et al [9] successfully demonstrated impact identification
on the TPS panel, in terms of impact location and intensity,
using the PZT-embedded sensor washers.

2.3. Sensor-network design

Electric wiring with high efficiency and minimal complications
is needed to promote rapid communication among sensors
and to enhance easy access to a specific sensor suite from an
external electrical device. The PZT-embedded sensor washer
efficiently and robustly facilitates the electric connections
with the aid of a printed circuit layer. The SMART
Layer™, developed by Chang and Lin [8], implements simple,
lightweight, high-temperature-durable wiring on the C–C
panel prototype. A view of hardware setup after implementing
the sensor/sensor-network is demonstrated in figure 5. As
shown in the front view of the prototype, the PZT-embedded
sensor washers were successfully integrated into the C–C TPS
prototype without any external exposure of wiring from the
heated panel. The sensor network using the implemented
SMART Layer™ is visible from the rear surface of the base
structure.

er

Base SMART Layer

Anodized Al
Exterior Washer

Connection Spring

S/S Interior Washer Upper SMART Layer

APC 850 PZT

Figure 4. Multisegment design of the PZT-embedded sensor washer.

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5. TPS prototype after implanting PZT-embedded sensor
washers and the SMART Layer™: (a) front view; (b) rear view.

3. Prototype tests

Preliminary tests were conducted in the laboratory using
the C–C TPS prototype equipped with the sensor-embedded
washers and their wiring. The experimental data were
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A S

Figure 6. Energy transmission in the standoff TPS structure.

obtained for various combinations of situations involving
panel and bracket loosening. The acquired data were closely
examined to validate whether the empirical results from the
prototype testing are in good agreement with the analytic
results predicted from the principles of the attenuation-based
method.

3.1. Analytic prediction

In this section, the trends of the attenuation signals from
the C–C TPS prototype, in terms of energy and SDC, are
predicted analytically, based on the microcontact theory and
damping principles from part I of the study. Knowledge of the
behavior of the extracted features with respect to panel/bracket
loosening provides a guideline for the verification tests in
section 5, in which the torque levels at the loosened panel
and bracket joints are automatically assessed in a simulated re-
entry environment.

3.1.1. Energy. Based on the study of the energy transmission
phenomena at the imperfect interface in part I, the relationship
between the transmitted energy and the contact pressure was
expressed as follows:

E ∝ 1 − c
√

p. (2)

In other words, higher contact pressure at the bolted joint
develops a larger true contact area; through this enlarged
contact area, an increased amount of the strain energy is lost
due to energy leakage and dissipation phenomena, and as a
result a reduced amount of energy arrives at the sensor.

This relationship can be applied to the bolted joints in the
standoff TPS structure as revealed in figure 6. Assuming that
the tightening torque at the bolted joint is proportional to the
clamping force, and consequently to the contact pressure at
the imperfect interface, the finding in (2) can be extended to
the relationship between the transmitted energy and the torque
levels at the bolted joints. After applying this knowledge to
both panel and bracket joints, the predicted energy behaviour
is illustrated in figure 7. Here, either panel or bracket loosening
phenomena in the standoff TPS configuration will facilitate
the loss of transmitted strain energy that originated from the
embedded PZT ceramic in the sensor-embedded washer.

3.1.2. Specific damping capacity (SDC). The effective SDC
of compound materials was derived in part I of the study, when
a wave-propagating medium forms an imperfect interface with
a contact material. Depending on the relative value of the
internal damping of the contact material, two different trends
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Figure 7. Energy in modes 1 and 2: (a) Tp versus E ; (b) Tb versus E .
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Figure 8. SDC values in the standoff TPS structure.
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Figure 9. Effective SDC in modes 1 and 2: (a) Tp versus �; (b) Tb

versus �.

of the effective SDC are obtained; if a material with a lower
internal damping is connected to the base structure the effective
SDC is decreased, and vice versa. These trends are expressed
in mathematical form as:

ψ = ψ0 − c1
√

p

c2 + √
p
(ψ0 − ψC) (3)

where ψ0 and ψC are the SDCs of base and contact materials,
respectively. Using these trends, SDC can play an important
role in differentiating modes 1 and 2—panel and bracket
loosening—in the standoff bracket. In the bolted structure
demonstrated in figure 8, the bracket is in contact with two
different components: the panels and the washers. In this
configuration, if the panel material reveals higher internal
damping than the bracket material, tightening the panel joint
will induce an overall increase in the effective SDC. In contrast,
fastening of the bracket joints will yield a decrease in the
effective SDC if the washer material has less internal damping
than the bracket material. This analytic prediction is illustrated
in figure 9.
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Figure 10. The surface map of energy in modes 1 and 2: interpolated
results.

3.2. Experimental results

Prototype tests were performed in the laboratory for various
loosening conditions of the standoff C/SiC brackets in the C–
C TPS prototype. To impose a certain loosening condition on
each bracket, the researcher tightens the panel/bracket joints
to specific torque levels using a manual torque wrench. The
torque levels applied to the panel and bracket joints range
from 0 N m (0 in-lb) to the standard torque levels. According
to the specifications provided by the AFRL, the standard
torque levels for the current C–C TPS prototype are 3.39 N m
(30 in-lb) and 5.65 N m (50 in-lb) for the panel and the
bracket joints, respectively. For each combination of panel
and bracket loosening, the sensor signals are retrieved and
processed into the features energy and SDC, and based on the
extracted features the torque levels in the bracket are evaluated
collectively to generate two variables: panel torque (Tp) and
bracket torque (Tb).

3.2.1. Energy. For various stages of panel/bracket loosening,
the first feature, energy, was measured and is depicted in
figure 10 after linear interpolation between data points. As
revealed in the figure, an increase in either panel or bracket
torque induces a decrease in the energy level. As a result,
the largest transmitted energy is obtained when both the panel
and bracket joints are at the minimum torque levels, while the
smallest amount of energy is recorded at the maximum torque
levels. In other words, the highest energy is transmitted when
the bolted joints are completely loosened, whereas the lowest
energy is measured when the bolted joints are at standard
torque levels.

The trends observed in the experiments obey the analytic
prediction explained in section 3.1.1. In the former plotting
of energy, the analytic prediction is represented in two-
dimensional graphs, which treat the panel and bracket
loosening separately. In reality, panel and bracket loosening
can occur simultaneously, and the behavior of energy with
respect to panel and bracket loosening can be plotted in a
three-dimensional graph as shown in figures 11(a) and (b),
considering two independent variables, namely panel torque
(Tp) and bracket torque (Tb), at the same time. Comparing
figures 10 and 11, it becomes clear that the experimental results
are in agreement with the aforementioned analytic prediction.

3.2.2. SDC. In the same manner that the energy values
are obtained, the SDCs can be gained from the laboratory
prototype tests. Figure 12 demonstrates the results from the
testing. As shown in the figure, an increase in the panel
torque (Tp) results in an increase in the SDC, whereas a
larger value of the bracket torque (Tp) yields a decrease in
the SDC. Interpreting these results, a tighter panel joint creates
larger specific internal damping, while an attempt to attain a
firmer bracket joint drives a reduction in the overall internal
damping. Such trends are again attributed to the different
internal damping properties of the panel and washer materials,
as discussed in section 2.1. The overall behavior of the SDC
values is also consistent with the analytic prediction as depicted
in figure 13.

Compared with the first feature, energy, which showed
monotonically decreasing patterns for increases in both panel
and bracket torque, the effective SDC may demonstrate
different trends with respect to the applied torque depending
on the selection of the constituent materials. In this study, the
internal damping of the C/SiC bracket is less than that of the C–
C panel but more than that of the aluminum washers. In most
cases, however, the panel and bracket materials are already
chosen to comply with the required temperature specifications.
Therefore, it is important to select the appropriate washer
material so that it contains internal damping characteristics
opposite to those of the panel material. In other words, if the
panel has a higher internal damping than that of the bracket,
a washer material with relatively lower internal damping is
ideal for the distinction of panel and bracket loosening. In the
opposite case, the washer material should be selected so as to
have a higher internal damping than that of the bracket. In this
way, the effective SDC will generate dissimilar trends, and as
a result discrimination of panel and bracket loosening becomes
possible.

4. Diagnostic procedures

Knowing the behavior of the extracted features under
conditions of panel/bracket loosening allows us to describe the
extracted features as functions of panel torque (Tp) and bracket
torque (Tb). Based on this knowledge it is possible to approach
the problem inversely, deducing the panel/bracket torque levels
given the features derived from a diagnostic sensor signal.
Such a procedure is the key to investigating the loosening
phenomena at the bolted joints in the C–C TPS prototype. In
this section, the diagnostic procedure for deducing the applied
torque levels from the given diagnostic signal is explained.

For understanding the trends of the extracted features
with respect to panel/bracket loosening, the patterns of
energy and SDC need to be stored as baseline data. In
section 3, the transition of energy and SDC with respect
to panel/bracket loosening was predicted analytically and
investigated experimentally. For the sake of efficiency, the
behavior of energy and SDC can be simplified as demonstrated
in figure 14(a), based on the mathematical formula in (2)
and (3), and empirical results as shown in figures 10 and 12.
These surface maps play the role of baseline data for
describing the relationship between the extracted features and
the bracket/panel torque levels.
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Figure 11. Effective SDC in modes 1 and 2 in three-dimensional plots: (a) Tp versus �; (b) Tb versus �.
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Figure 12. The surface map of SDC in modes 1 and 2: interpolated
results.

Based on these baseline data, the torque levels at the panel
and bracket joints can be predicted given a diagnostic signal
using the procedures described in figure 14. For demonstration
purposes it is assumed that the normalized values of energy
and SDC from a raw diagnostic signal are 0.35 and 0.25,
respectively, for certain panel/bracket loosening states after the
mechanical degradation of the C–C TPS prototype. The solid
lines in figure 14(a) indicate the feature values in the baseline
maps. If viewed from the top of the energy and SDC surface
maps, the three-dimensional surface maps can be transformed
into contour plots, and the values of the extracted features
form certain bands on the contour plots that correspond to the
extracted energy and SDC scalars. After the superposition
of the contour plots, it is possible to narrow the two bands
to a single zone as shown in figure 14(c), which indicates
the diagnostic torque levels of the inspected bracket. In this
example, the superposed position designates the fastener status
to a panel torque of approximately 0–0.56 N m (0–5 in-lb)
and a bracket torque of 2.82–3.95 N m (25–35 in-lb). In this
manner, we can eventually deduce the torque levels in both the
panel and bracket joints, using the attenuation patterns of the
diagnostic signal.

5. Verification tests

Developed sensory hardware and diagnostic software were
combined into the C–C TPS prototype and tested under
simulated re-entry environments for the purpose of verifying

the performance of the proposed SHM system. Thermal
conditions were not imposed for this study. In the
course of verification, aerodynamic/acoustic environments
were simulated using a vibration shaker. Under the simulated
environments, the mechanical fasteners and embedded
sensory systems on the prototype experience significant
amounts of mechanical loads, which are comparable to the
aerodynamic/acoustic pressure during the re-entry process.
After exposure to these conditions, the proposed SHM
system was tested to locate the loosened bolted joints and,
furthermore, to assess the torque levels of the mechanical
fasteners. Besides the sensitivity issue, the survivability of
the SHM system was also evaluated to ensure that the sensor
hardware could survive in these simulated flight conditions.

5.1. Test environments

With the shaker located in AFRL/VA, various levels of acoustic
load were applied to the panel. The C–C panel prototype
equipped with the sensor/sensor-network was mounted to the
shaker as shown in figure 15, and subjected to out-of-plane
acceleration in a controlled manner. The C–C panel prototype
was instrumented with two accelerometers at the corners of
the panel and the base structure to measure the response
acceleration of the panel and the backup structure. The
implementation locations of the accelerometers are illustrated
in figure 16. An additional accelerometer was installed on the
top surface of the shaker to measure the input acceleration from
the shaker. Figure 16 also shows the four mounting points of
the prototype on the vibration shaker.

Table 2 shows the test matrix. In this testing, three
different levels of out-of-plane acceleration between 0.5g
and 2g were applied to the panel. The bandwidth of the
acceleration was between 50 and 500 Hz, and the duration of
each test was 10 min. The SHM system interrogated the C–C
TPS prototype every 2 min during a short interval in the course
of the 10 min test period.

5.2. Test results

Under the low and intermediate acoustic environments in
tests 1 and 2 no noticeable degradation of the fastener
integration was observed. However, bolt loosening began to
occur at the high acceleration levels. The high acoustic loads
in test 3 specify 2g input acceleration for the frequency range
of 50–500 Hz. The measurements of the input acceleration
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Figure 13. Energy in modes 1 and 2 in three-dimensional plots: (a) Tp versus E ; (b) Tb versus E .
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Figure 14. Torque estimation process using energy and SDC: (a) surface maps, baseline form; (b) contour maps; (c) superposition of contour
maps.

Table 2. Shaker test matrix.

Bandpass RMS noise PSDa Duration Measurement
Severity (Hz) (G) (G2 Hz−1) (min) gap (min)

Test 1 Low 50–500 0.5 5.5 × 10−4 10 2
Test 2 Intermediate 50–500 1 2.2 × 10−3 10 2
Test 3 High 50–500 2 8.8 × 10−3 10 2

a Power spectral density.

by the accelerometer on the top surface of the shaker show
a comparable noise level, as demonstrated in figure 17(a).
Besides the input acceleration, the response measurements
were acquired from the accelerometers on the backup structure
and the C–C panel. The measured values of the response
acceleration are 8.41g and 9.73g, respectively, which are
higher than the control acceleration. This means that the
noise environments experienced by the prototype on the top
of the shaker are more severe than those specified by the input
parameters. The loosening phenomena of the C–C panel were
investigated visually using the video camera during the testing,
and also manually during the intermission. The inspection
results for test 3 are shown in table 3.

Table 3. Loosening status from low, intermediate and high noise
levels.

Test 3

0–2 min No loosening
2–4 min No loosening
4–6 min No loosening
6–8 min Mode 1 failure in bracket 1
8–10 min No loosening

In this test, the sensory system met the survivability
requirements by proving no major hardware failure during the
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Figure 15. Shaker test configuration.
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: Accelerometer

Figure 16. Location of the mounting points and accelerometers.

testing. The sensitivity of the SHM system was evaluated by
investigating whether the diagnostic outputs produced by the
SHM system correctly reflect the actual loosening status of the
prototype. According to the results of the visual and manual
inspection, as revealed in table 3, it was observed that mode 1
failure had occurred in bracket 1 in the 6 to 8 min period during
the 10 min test. Bracket 1 is located at the upper right corner
as illustrated in figure 16. The diagnostic results of the bracket
1, measured at points of 6 and 8 min after the start of the test,
are illustrated in figure 18. Until the 6 min point, as shown in
figure 18(a), the contour map reveals the diagnostic location
that signifies the fully tightened status for both panel and
bracket joints. At the 8 min point, the highlighted area shifts
to the zone that signifies panel loosening, as demonstrated in
figure 18(b). Such diagnostic results are in agreement with the
actual loosening status for bracket 1.

Based on the diagnostic results determined through the
aforementioned procedures, the transition of torque values for
panel/bracket joints of all the brackets was obtained. Figure 19
shows these diagnostic results. As revealed in figure 19(a),
which shows the torque levels at the panel joints, bracket 1
shows a sudden drop in its torque level after 6 min while other
brackets remain tight. Likewise, the structural conditions of
the bracket joints were monitored as shown in figure 19(b). No
loosening of the bracket joint is observed in this case. Again,
these diagnostic outputs are consistent with the results of the
visual and manual inspection.
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until the 6 min point; (b) panel loosening at the 8 min point.

6. Conclusion

PZT-embedded sensor washers and a diagnostic algorithm
were developed and implemented into the C–C TPS prototype
to construct a concept demonstrator of the SHM system
that autonomously detects the degradation of the mechanical
integrity of the panel. The sensor-embedded washers were
specially designed to enhance remote sensing by guiding the
diagnostic waves to propagate primarily through the inspection
regions. As a group, these washers constitute the sensor
network, being linked to one another using printed circuit
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Figure 19. Torque values at 2g: (a) panel loosening; (b) bracket
loosening.

layers. After integrating the sensor-embedded washers into
the prototype, the performance of the built-in SHM system
was verified in simulated re-entry environments by means of
a vibration shaker. During the course of the verification tests,
the following points were noted:

(1) The attenuation-based diagnostic method is capable of
locating a loosened bracket and identifying failure modes,
panel and bracket loosening, within the loosened bracket.

(2) The sensor-embedded washers and wiring are sufficiently
reliable and durable within the designed operational range.

In conclusion, the performance of the developed SHM system
equipped with PZT-embedded sensor washers and of the

attenuation-based diagnostic scheme was successfully verified
through simulated re-entry environment tests by fulfilling the
required sensitivity and survivability criteria.
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